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Computer Services WAN/LAN Group
Change Control Problems
Overview of WAN/LAN Group

The Computer Services WAN/LAN group has the responsibility for maintaining
the data network at the University of South Carolina. The University data network has
approximately 17,000 nodes (computers, printers, servers, etc) connected to it. The data
network provides connectivity to client server based applications, the Internet, super
computers, and research facilities. With the increase in the use of tools such as the
Internet by Faculty in an effort to better teach to students the network has become more
important. The demand for the network to be available all of the time has never been
higher. In order for the network to be used as an effective tool the WAN/LAN group
must meet this demand.
The WAN/LAN group has 11 full time employees ranging from entry-level
technician to high-level engineer. The staff has the primary responsibility of ensuring
that network resources are available at all times. These employees range in years of
service from 1 year to 28 years. It will be a challenge to find a method that both new
employees and those that have been there through it all can adjust to.
The WAN/LAN group prides itself on the stability that the network has obtained
over the past year. This stability has allowed Colleges and Departments from around the
University to deploy new network-based applications with a great deal of success. With
this success has come a high expectation by these units that the network will be available
at all times. The WAN/LAN group has made it a goal to meet these expectations. The
purpose ofthis project is to design some processes that will assist the WAN/LAN group
in attaining these lofty goals.

Problem

The University data network consists of approximately 1000 unique pieces of
hardware that must be maintained by the WAN/LAN group. Each unique piece of
hardware also has a unique configuration. Until very recently the policing of
modifications to the equipment and its configuration did not exist. This led to problems
being induced on to the network when a change was made. These problems often
rendered mission critical applications such as HR or Student Information Systems
inoperable. Often this change was made for the purpose of a new device going on the
network or when a new requirement for the network arose. A technician would get the
request for the new service and would make the change with no approval or paper trail to
document the change. This caused instability of the data network.
In the past six months all changes to the network have been required to go
through a verbal authorization process. This involves a request coming in from,a
customer for a service, the technician that received the request creating a design and then
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taking that design to the manager for approval. Once the manager gave approval of the
design he or she then gave specific instructions on the process to use to implement the
changes. Though the WAN/LAN group has had a great deal of success using this process
it is not very efficient. The WAN/LAN group would like to automate the process and
have a history of all of the changes that have taken place. This data could be used for a
number of things that would help the group plan for the future expansion and growth of
the University data network. It would also aid in controlling changes to the network in an
effort to ensure stability.
It is the goal of this project to first document current processes for the group using
flow charts. Once all of the processes have been documented then analysis will be done
on how those processes can be automated using a new software called Pinnacle and how
Cisco Works can be used to keep a history (archive of configurations) of changes made
on the network that can be viewed by all technicians online. Each of the existing tasks
will be recreated using this new process and a flow chart will be created to show the new
process. Each member of the staff will be trained to the new processes and expected to
follow them for all changes that are necessary on the network.

Data Collected
The following is a list of points that were identified during the discovery
phase of this project. The database in Appendix C is also part of the discovery. That
database is a list of all of the work requests that were received through the Iris work order
system. As of this year no work will be performed without going through this system.
This will give us a more accurate account for the work requests and will be in use until
Pinnacle is fully implemented.
•
•

•

•

The first thing that was discovered was that there are no current documented
processes for the WAN group so I was forced to document all of the processes.
While documenting the processes of the WAN group I quickly realized that most
of the processes crossed in to other departments. I have made the decision to cut
the project off and not attempt to resolve inter department issues with this project.
When I initiated conversations about creating flow charts of processes I found that
other departments had created some flow charts of the processes within their
groups. This was helpful in showing the way the other departments handled work
orders and how they recorded the work.
I found that many of the current processes were not efficient use of the resources
available as a whole in the Department. Much of this has been caused by a lack
of integration and understanding ofjob skills within the separate departments.
This was one of the single biggest discoveries this project has brought to light. I
estimate that at least 30% of the current trouble calls could be resolved without a
site visit which will save a tremendous amount of tech time that will allow us to
catch up on tickets and get a quicker tum around on trouble calls. This will not be
resolved by this project but as a result of the information found within this data
discovery. Once the new processes are in place (January 2003) I will begin to
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measure this by getting an accurate count on the number of times we saved a site
visit by using the WAN/LAN group troubleshooting skills.
• Important to note that this discovery was made as a result of charting the
processes in an effort to control change management on the network. The true
purpose of this project is to implement a change control process with the ultimate
goal of having that process fully automated. What has been discovered from
charting the processes have been that all in all, our processes are not bad. Until
this project was created all processes had been verbal and in the past year I had
been verbally communicating the change control process. Through flow-charting
I have found many inefficiencies and also identified areas of weakness and
misunderstanding within the WAN group itself. One inefficiency is the lack of
individuals with the ability to make a decision to allow a change to be made on
the network that may cause performance problems. This is a result of the
technicians not having an understanding of the overall infrastructure at the
University. This is a problem that will need to be addressed but is outside the
scope of this project. For this project the WAN manager will be the individual
that has the authority to allow changes to occur to the network.
• One alarming statistic that has been the driving force behind this project is the
result of not having a change control process in place. In the past changes were
made by any member as they felt it was necessary. Many of the changes were
never communicated to the other members of the group, other Computer Services
departments, or the user community. This caused multiple problems including the
fact that often times a problem would be created by a change but the individual
that made the change would not be the one who got the problem reported to them
as a result of the way problems were reported.
• As the flow charts show the change control process is now being built into all of
the processes. The current processes are showing a manual procedure of all
technicians having to manually work with several ofthe other departments within
the WAN group in order to complete a task with the proper authorization. Again
the ultimate goal of this project is to automate that process.
• Computer Services has purchased all of the software that I intend to use to
automate this process. The software that will be used for the routing of orders is
called Pinnacle and it will be used in our help desk, for documentation of cable
plant and several other processes. I intend to use it as a paper less trail for the
change control process. In order to meet this goal I will have to work with the
project manager and a software developer to have the software tailored to meet
our needs for a change control process. This software will not be ready to go in to
production for at least a year so until then I will be using a data base that I have
created in Microsoft Access to act as a history of the number of work requests that
come in as well as the number of errors that the WAN group makes that result in a
network outage. Cisco Works was also purchased and has been implemented.
We are currently training technicians on how to use Cisco Works to make
changes to the network. Cisco Works automatically creates a backup of the
configuration prior to the change going in to effect and can easily be rolled back
to that configuration with in Cisco Works. The training for the technicians on
Cisco Works will be detailed later in this project. It is my intent to build the
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•

processes of authorizing the changes in to the pinnacle software so that it will be
transparent to the technicians and require little training.
I report to the Director of Computer Services and she has given me the authority
to implement the change control process.

Implementation of Fix
New Processes
Implementing new processes will be the easiest portion of this project because it
is internal to the WAN group. I have already been working with all of the technicians on
documenting their processes as can be seen in Appendix A "Flow Charts". I have been
going through each of the different scenarios of the types of work that the technicians do
on the network. It is my intention to use these flow charts to aid in creating templates
with in Pinnacle that will have all of the different types of work in it and will have a
different route depending on the type of work that is being completed. The templates will
also include all ofthe detailed tasks necessary for each work order. The flow charts will
be distributed to all of the technicians so they can have a document that shows them what
they need to do for any particular task they need to complete. When Pinnacle is fully
implemented they will have this on every work order thus eliminating the paper work.
Pinnacle
This will be the most difficult portion of the implementation because this software
is replacing a number of systems that Computer Services currently uses including, IRIS
(problem reporting software), COMAN (billing software), and Access Database (current
cable plant documentation). There is a project manager assigned to implementing this
software and approximately a team of thirty individuals assigned to the implementation.
The individuals are tasked with telling the project manager all ofthe business case
scenarios that take place within the different departments at Computer Services so that
we can create our business rules to meet what the software can do. This means that
Computer Services is adapting their practices to the software not the software to our
business rules. That will make for a painful migration to the new system, as it will
involve a culture change for many ofthe departments. For the purpose of this project it is
vital that I attend the implementation meetings so I can understand how we will be able to
control changes to the network using the software. An example of this would be that a
request comes in through the system for a new network. The request is routed to a
technician in the WAN group to be worked. The WAN technician completes the design
portion of the task and routes the ticket to me for approval prior to completing the order
and making the changes. The system would have a record of that order being routed to
me and my approval based on a box being checked on the order. Once the technician
receives the order back in his queue he/she will complete the order.
In preliminary meetings we are now discussing how the work requests will be handled in
the system. We have the ability to create templates in the system. For example, we can
take our new router flow chart and create a template that includes all of the steps of that
particular task. We can create as many templates as we need. When a work request
comes in it is routed to a WAN group supervisor and he or she decides what type of
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request it is. From there a template is forwarded to the technician that will be completing
the work so that we can ensure the proper procedure is followed and all of the tasks that
go with that request are done. By having the supervisor assign the template this
inherently provides additional change management.
Cisco Works
Cisco Works is a network management suite that is sold by Cisco. The University
has an all Cisco network and all equipment that the WAN group installs is Cisco
hardware and can be managed by Cisco Works. The WAN group has implemented this
software and a select few have been developing it within the group for about eight
months. One of the many tools it has is a configuration manager. This tool is used as a
configuration archive and can do several things such as automatically back up the
configuration of all 1000 pieces of hardware that are on the University network. It can
also make configuration changes and can even be scheduled to do this automatically. For
the purpose ofthis project this tool will be used to keep a history of the changes that are
made to the network and an online archive of the past three configurations so at any time
an automatic fall back can take place. This feature allows for mistakes to be easily and
quickly corrected so that a limited loss of service takes place. Much of the work of
implementing Cisco Works has already been completed and it is running today in a stable
environment and is heavily used by three of the technicians as they were assigned the
task of implementing it. The WAN group recently purchased a more powerful server to
run Cisco Works on and it will be installed in the next month to ensure that the tool is
responsive.
All of the technicians in the WAN group will need to be trained on how to use
this tool before the change control system can be complete. The training will include
how to make configuration changes, how to roll back to an archived configuration and
also how to monitor the device fault manager to see if the changes had a negative impact
on the network and what that impact is. The three technicians that were assigned the task
of implementing Cisco Works will perform all of the training and also continue to
develop the tool as to automate other network tasks and monitoring.
Change Order System
The current work order system does not allow for automated reports on types of
work requests or type of work done. The new system, Pinnacle, will allow for fully
automated reports based on a number of criteria. The WAN/LAN group does receive
work requests on a daily basis through the current system (IRIS) and we have a record of
every request however they do not all require a change to made to the system that could
cause a network outage. In order to determine how many of these do require a change to
be made that could cause a problem to more than one user the tickets would have to be
manually audited. To get a baseline of the number of requests I will audit all ofthe
tickets that have been received since January 1, 2002.
Measurements

There is no current measurement of the network downtime or what caused the
interruption of service. There is an Outage system that the WAN/LAN group u~es to
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inform customers of network outages and it offers a description of the reason for the
outage. The system allows for planned outages as well in order to inform the customers
of maintenance time. This system is a database that feeds an email system as well as a
website that shows all of the current outages. The website can be viewed by anyone at
iris.csd.sc.edu.
I will use this system as a reference, in an effort to record all of the errors, as this
system will have all of the network outages on it. However the outage system does not
always accurately describe the reason for the outage. Often if a technician makes an error
we will not disclose that information on the outage system.
To get a more accurate number ofthe technician errors and what caused them to
make the mistake I am going to create a database that I can keep with accurate
descriptions ofthe reason for the network outage. With this database every error will fall
in to a category that I can track and over time see if we have made any progress towards
correcting the discrepancies. The categories will include technician lack of knowledge,
miscommunication between the technician and the manager, miscommunication between
technicians, typo, etc. See appendix b for screen shot of the database.
State Possible Obstacles
The biggest possible problem will be getting the pinnacle software developed to
meet our ticket routing and flow. The pinnacle software is a COTS (commercial of the
shelf software) and it has been stated that there will be little modification made to the
software. The software was sold to us with our understanding that it could do what I
needed it to do but it was not a requirement. In order to get this process built in to the
system we will have to have procedures in place on how tickets are routed and also how
they are worked as well as how they are closed out. This could be difficult because it
crosses multiple departments.
Another challenge will be getting the technicians to learn Cisco Works. Many of
the technicians have years of experience working with this hardware through a
completely different interface and it may be difficult to get them to accept using the new
tool. If they go around this procedure then there will be no record of the change.
/
Status of the Problelp
Even as recent\~ today the WAN group made a mistake with a network
modification that caused a problem with the University mainframe communications.
This clearly states the need for the change control process to be in place and further
shows that a verbal process will not suffice.
A tremendous amount of progress has been made on the Cisco Works portion and
it has really allowed us to reach new levels of network performance. This is largely due
to the fact that we are in control of that piece of the process and we do all of the
development of that tool. It is also because ofthe tremendous amount of work that has
been put in to the development and implementation of the tool.
The Pinnacle implementation is moving forward slowly but I believe it will be
successful. That is based on the number of key personnel that are involved and the
determination of upper management for it to be successful.
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Creating the database and recording all requests as well as all errors will help me
measure our success. Over time I should see a gradual decrease in the number of errors
as compared to the number of requests. This will be easily graphed using the database.
Having this information will give me a strong tool for communicating to the technicians
the importance of following the processes that the WAN group has in place. It will also
force the technicians to consider that prior to making an inappropriate change to the
network.
Conclusion
This project has already been a great success. By documenting current processes
a dialogue has been opened across departments that otherwise may not have occurred.
This channel has helped the WAN group both understand how they impact the other
departments as well as inform the other departments the function ofthe WAN group.
There has been a great deal of support from other departments to help this project be
successful as they have a buy in. The success ofthis project eventually touches all 17000
users on the University network, as it will ultimately ensure the timely availability of '
network resources.

/
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Appendix C
IIRI'i Prohlpnl Rpportlnq and c;upport Rf'qupo;t ~y.trm - Microsoft IntH~t fMplcwer

• c"

~

x

tlWMfVka'.
"nlI'f'abon CU'ltOtTllrr a~ ~e"t

IRIS Customer Support Console

ut.tendlng Ticket.
ickett 24241:1

~

u,tome, "'arne I 0 ... C"I~gher

Phone I 103-771-1511

,ut.d ay: Tommy Knight
Phone: 10:1-117-2141
at.: 12/11/2. .2 41151S1 PH
tetu.: A. .hJned
eque.t:
PARTS ONLY. tt-qu•• t to order telephone fo.. Anthony Duncan. T.II 771·7457. Model# 125 T.a-phone.
Ick.t, 241713
~
u.tom., Name: 0.., C;.alagtMr
Phonel 103-771"511
,ut.d I'll: p.,..• • Stuk..
Phone I '13-111-5102
.t.: U/ll/20n 1,34121 AN
hltus' A.~
eque.t,
to h..,. wirtZIC NiMuAed on compu.....
ick.tl 235317

Ccelt. I tICk.t for vourulf

ypdlt. yoyr d.mo9rapblc information

Other Option....

~

u.tome, Name: Dan Callagher
, ••t.d By: O.n CallagtMr
atel 7/3/02 lQI34113 AM
Status I Anirgned

+

Phone: 103-717-1517

crllt. tick.t tor tooth.r R.rSon

phonal 103-771-1511

b!ll!ng ,ttndJCds

equest:
••d to ha"e two tel.phonee' tum.d on for ....comlnv call. and long distance. Th. numberw a,.. 571-1201 Dav.
ncan, cube #n and 511·1121 Dan ...Jlafjlhe,. afc #10 1. Dept/fund to b. chuved I. nuo not. Email
onfinnation attached.

yin the syst.m outt9_ c.nt.t
yin til tic!uts qnt.d for you or by you
loAgff At the in. syst.m

Check the Stetu5 of Your Tickets
Enter a ticket number below and click 'Go'.

~

(

r r -r. Internet

http://<is·K.oOJ/

_startIiJ •• ~ ~ "IJ . -.... ·1 'Gp..... ·lltlcpm: ..·1 @24.Br .. ·1

.=.J

..3CPMP.. ·I~I~lRls_
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What Type of Help Do You Need?
Select the type of assistance needed by clicking the button next to your selection, Continue by clicking the button at the bottom labeled'
Next Step',

r

Assistance Using software Applications or With My Operating System
Choo •• this •• I.ction for phone ,. .,I.tanee on such softwa,. packa;e. a. Mlcro.oft Office, Internet .pplicatlon., MAC Operating System., Window. Operating
System., the malnf,,.me (IMS. eMS. data mel', etc), L.lSTSERV, VIP. usc N.twork U••mame/PW, student email, student accau to Blackboard, GroupWil., or

Virus Protection for your work.htion.
Selecting thl. option will dlrad: your requ.st to cOnJult-ntt In IT Training and Support and And.mlc Support.
No_I P..... di... ct account CN.tion ..-qu. .t. to "A..l.tanc:. Mth natworic: COIVlec::tlon••••" belo"".

r

Assistance With Network Connections, On-Bite Software Installations, or MalnFrame/Groupwlse/Network Account
Requests/PassWord Problems
Cheo,. this ,.I.ctlon Ifaxpariandng network problem. (I .•. - connectIng to the Intern at or network). un, account Information Is n.eded. or field support for
your work,t.tion or printer Is ne.ded, Selecting this option will route the tlck.t to the n.twork support group,

r

Assistance With my Phone, Phone System or Yolce Mall
Choos. this sel.ction for phone seNlce reque.tsl .c:tiv.tion, th.nges, problems. or .uist.lnc:e .nd voic. m.a requests I .c:tiv.tions, d1.nge., problems, or
.s.ist.nc:e.

('"

I 00 l\Iot Know to Whom This Support Tickel Should Be Routed
Seled: this option on'" If '/01.1 ... not .ure .h.t .,.. In Computer Services should .uist you with ,/our problem or question. If.t.1I possible you should m.k•
• selec:tion .bowe.

Next Step»

I

relntemet-

f

(
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Flo
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FlYOrtos

IRIS Problem ReportlrMJ..,d Support R.qu..t Spt.ln

upplying Account Information
e require that you supply the account information for your department. This support ticket cannot be completed without the necessary
ccount information.

roviding account information does not necessarily mean that the support request will result in billable charges. If the service is determined to

e billable, the account number supplied will be charged.
If you do not know your account information, please contact your departmental manager.

r rf/Coros indicate that your department, CSD - ALL DEPAP. TMENTS, is currently under the CS DeSK Top SlJpport Plan. ThiJnk you for tak.ing
rt in this support agreement with Computer services. We wiH prioritize your support request in our support system.
lease enter your department lmd fund number:

65220

jAOOO

C 2002 Unlll,n,ty of Sguth C.rolin., AU ri9hts rll.rv.d.

'.lntemet

·8~-.h N~-"'odllJ ~ ~2::19,"
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Flo

Ed!

\/low

Fovortes

Tools

~

&

~Ilack."·

~r

..rvk.·.

l ,.ne,M1orl

a.to~

CAl"

"9,,,t

IRIS Probl.m fWportif\9 .,..d Support Raque.t

$~_m

alidating Your Account
ur records show that 65220 10000, COMMUN-ADMIN IIr INFRASTRUCTURE, is an active account. Thank you for providing this information.
[ contlnye with yoyr ticket]

[~]

e

stort

IJ • • ~ ~

2002 Unlytrt!ty of South C.ro!lnt, All rights ,u.,...,.d.
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Ie Internet
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